Make the biggest number!

You will need: a dice, a pencil
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Decide on who is player A and who is player B.
Take turns rolling the dice. After each roll, write the number in one of the boxes..
When all of the boxes are full, add your numbers to find the total. The winner is the player with the biggest total.
Extension: Add am extra box to the second number so that you are subtracting a 2 digit number.
Then....Add a box to the first number to start with a three digit number!

Make the biggest number!

You will need: a dice, a pencil
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Decide on who is player A and who is player B.
Take turns rolling the dice. After each roll, write the number in one of the boxes..
When all of the boxes are full, subtract your numbers to find the total. The winner is the player with the biggest total.
Extension: Add am extra box to the second number so that you are subtracting a 2 digit number.
Then....Add a box to the first number to start with a three digit number!

You will need: a dice, a counter

Tug of War

Decide on one player to be plus and one to be minus. Take turns rolling the dice and move the counter that number in your direction (plus or minus).
The first player to reach the end of their side of the track wins!
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Questions to ask your child as you play:
Is there a quick way of adding/subtracting that?
What number facts did you use to help you with that?
How many more do you need to reach 21/ 1 ?
Who is closes to their end? How many more do we each need to get to the end?

You will need: To cut out the cards below.
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Place all of the cards face down on a table. Take turns turning over two of the cards. If they make 10, keep them. Continue
until all pairs to ten are collected. The winner is the player with the most cards.
Extension: Make number cards for -number bonds to twenty
-number bonds of multiples of 10 to 100.
-times table calculations and answers.

You will need: To cut out the pieces below the line.
Leave the ladder in one piece!
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Turn all of the pieces from below the line face down on the table. Take turns turning over one piece at a time, and add to the
part of the ladder which you think is correct. Change the pieces where you need to to make the correct order!

Time follow me cards
Cut out the cards opposite.
The challenge is to order
these so that the question
is answered by the next
card.

Quick number fact game ideas
Show me....
Decide on a number up to ten to make and place this number card on the table. Show a number smaller than this
on your fingers. Child must show the number which goes with this to make the total displayed on the card as
quickly as they can.
Repeat with different totals.
How many ways can you make....
Give children a time limit (say 3 minutes). The challenge is to make a given number in as many ways as possible in
that time. You could allow all operations (+ - x ÷ ), or just allow one.
Tennis number bonds
‘Bat’ your child a number to ten (using a pretend racket!). They must ‘bat’ back the number bond to 10 as quickly
as they can. This can be used for number bonds to different numbers, as well as times table facts.
Last man standing (for 2 or more players)
Both players have 2 minutes to write the two times table as far as they can. When the time is finished, chant
through the times table together. Each player sits down when they ccme to the end of the times table which they
have written. The winner is the last man standing!
Repeat with other times tables.

Useful resources
Number cards to 10.
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